
Carrot Mash
Ingredients:

- 1-2 spicy peppers—slice into rounds or 1-inch strips. Remove both the seeds and ribs

to cut down on the heat.

- ¼ cup of vinegar—could be apple cider, white wine, or even lime juice.

- Salt
- ½ tsp of sugar
- 2 lbs of carrots—peeled and cut into 1-inch pieces; a mix of colors will work, but using

only one color makes the mash more visually appealing.

- 4 tbs of ghee or other fat—Ayurveda Mama Ghee is a great one! Butter, olive oil, or a

neutral oil like safflower from the Oil Barn will also work.

- 1 tsp of whole coriander seeds—feel free to get creative here and swap any of the

spices.

- 1 tsp of whole cumin seeds
- 1 tsp of whole caraway seeds
- A handful of fresh chopped herbs—dill, parsley, cilantro, or mint would all go

beautifully.

1. Combine the peppers, vinegar, sugar, and 1 tsp of salt into a bowl. Mix and let pickle for at

least 20 minutes.

Worried about the spiciness of the peppers? Both acid and sugar help cut down on the heat. So
pickled peppers are typically more bearable.

2. Bring a pot with about an inch of water up to a boil. Put the carrots in a steamer basket and

then place the basket in the pot. Cover the pot. Steam the carrots until poking them with a knife

meets no resistance, about 25 minutes.

You can also boil the carrots if you don’t have a steamer basket! Steaming is preferred since it
not only cooks faster, but you won’t lose some of the carrots’ flavor into the water like you do
when boiling.

3. Coarsely grind the whole spices in a coffee grinder or mortar and pestle. They should be

broken up, but not completely pulverized.

We don’t want the spices finely ground because they are more likely to burn in the next step.
Plus, the coarseness of the spices will give extra texture to the mash.

4. Add the fat and coarsely ground spices to a small saucepan or skillet. Then turn up the heat

to medium. Cook for around 5 minutes. The fat should start to bubble. Once the spices become

fragrant, take the pan off the heat.



Carrot Mash
Most spices are fat-soluble which means more flavors are released when they are in direct
contact with fat. Additionally, starting with a “cold pan” helps make sure the spices cook evenly
without burning.

5. When the carrots are done, transfer them to a blender or food processor. Add ½ of the

spice-infused fat (~2 tablespoons), a teaspoon of vinegar from the pickled peppers, a good

pinch of salt, and blend until smooth. Then taste and add more salt or vinegar if needed.

You can also use a potato masher for a more rustic feel.

6. To serve, add the carrot mash to a bowl. Drizzle with the remaining 2 tablespoons of infused

fat—including the spices—and then top with drained, pickled peppers and fresh herbs.

Make sure to chop the herbs at the last minute. Most herbs lose flavor over time after they are
cut and/or bruised.

About Salt Sear Savor

It all started when a friend asked me if I “could I cook without a recipe?”. Since I was a kid, I’ve

loved to cook. But I wasn’t sure how to answer. Could I pull off a meal without a recipe? So I

began a journey to learn more about the fundamentals of cooking. From cookbooks to blogs to

classes, I started devouring (pun intended ) everything I could about cooking. And to keep

me accountable, I began sharing what I learned in a weekly newsletter called Salt Sear Savor. It

highlights cooking techniques, ingredients, and lessons that will make you a better cook. At

least that’s the goal.

There are many great places to find recipes on the internet. So I wanted Salt Sear Savor to be

different. If you're only looking for recipes, it’s probably not the newsletter for you. But if you

want to be more confident in the kitchen, then I think you’ll enjoy it!

You can subscribe at www.saltsearsavor.com and follow on Instagram @saltsearsavor.
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